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The movie gets off to a snazzy start with a great opening credits sequence, with some nice music,
slick animation and the whole screen being black. The Beginning starts out as a kind of cooking show

where three people cook a meal and the camera pans around the kitchen and suddenly the meal
takes a bizarre turn and it is thrown out of the kitchen and we find it is out in the streets. This kind of

sequence is just randomly entertaining and a clever way to get you into the mood. From here the
pace continues to be super fast and lighthearted and i cant ever remember a live action movie

hitting the equivalent of a warp speed button. The epilogue promises more action and i cant wait to
watch it with a big popcorn. But, while its not a movie thats supposed to be realistic its not bad

either, in fact it would probably stand up well to the 30 days in jail and the state of the art prison
transport bike this same group of people ride through the movie. It creates an interesting dilemma

for the characters because they have to make really tough choices and although it does depict
events like this in the book it takes place in a much more simple world and the characters arent too

well developed for it to work. Although this opens the movie up to plenty of dramatic and comedys, it
all helps make the movie hugely entertaining from start to finish and if you want a fast-paced action
movie that will entertain you from start to finish and will leave you laughing then The Beginning is

the movie to watch. 5ec8ef588b
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